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An explanation has been proposed for the unusual behaviour of the asymmetry parameter of
N Q R spectra of Cu(2) in layered cuprates. When holes are introduced into the plane, Zhang-Rice
singlets (ZRS) appear which have a strong vibronic coupling to tetragonal and orthorhombic modes.
The equation for the adiabatic potential has been derived. It is shown that its minimum, correspond
ing to orthorhombic distortions of the oxygen plaquette around the Cu(2) ions, changes under
doping to tetragonal character due to the singlet exchange coupling between copper and oxygen
holes. A strong interaction of ZRS via the phonon field has been found.
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parameter goes to zero. Only a residual contribution
from the lattice remains, but that is relatively small.

I. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to discuss the question why
the asymmetry parameter of NQR spectra of Cu(2)
in HTSC is so small. For example in YBa 2Cu 40 8
rj = 0.04 ±0.04 [1], and in YBa 2Cu 30 7 77 = 0.01
+ 0.01 [2-5]. Careful measurements of the asymmetry
parameter at the Cu(2) sites in YBa 2Cu 30 7 were
done by Riesemeier et al. [6] and rj was determined to
be rj <0.01. This is unexpected because in all these
materials the crystal lattice are not tetragonal. Ac
cording to calculations [7], [8], and [9] the asymmetry
parameter rj should be equal to 0.07, 0.07, and 0.1,
respectively. Four important contributions determine
the electric field gradient at the Cu(2) site in HTSC
materials [10]. i) The valence contribution from
3 dx2_ y2 Cu (2) orbitals, ii) the copper core 3 p, 3d over
lap with oxygens, iii) the charge transfer or covalency
and iv) the lattice contribution. The contributions i),
ii), and iii) are dominated by the oxygen atoms near
the Cu(2) position. In this paper we shall show that
hole doping of the plane causes singlet coupling be
tween Cu 2+(2) and O - spins, which leads to a new
local equilibrium of the oxygen atoms around Cu(2)
with tetragonal symmetry during the singlet lifetime.
As a result, the main contribution to the asymmetry

II. Undoped Case

Let us start from the Jahn-Teller problem for Cu 2+
(3d9). The Hamiltonian can be written as [11]
H0 = V(Ue Qs + UEQ J + ^

(Q2 + Ql)

+ öt U0 + öTUE.

Here V is the vibronic coupling constant, Ue =
- X e'e +X £’eand UE= X ° 'E+ X £’e are combinations
of Hubbard operators X p'q, Qs , and QE are normal
coordinates of the vibrations of the oxygen plaquette
with respect to the copper atom, <5t and <5r are parame
ters which describe the tetragonal and orthorhombic
crystal field at the copper ion. Typical values of
parameters for Cu2+ are [11]
F = —0.8 eV/Ä,
<5t = —0.5 eV,

Mco2 = 4 eV/Ä2,
<5r =0.1 eV.
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The adiabatic potential
(2 ,2 +e l) ± [<v q 9 +<5,)2+( v q , +
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(1)

<3)
1,2

in polar coordinates (Qe = g cos (p, QE= g sin 4>) has
it’s minimum at g x 0.2 Ä and QE= 0.04 Ä. This
means that there is a static orthorhombic distortion of
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oxygen ions surrounding Cu 2+, this distortion leading
to an asymmetry parameter rj « 0 .1.
+ J 'e s ^ e s

III. Vibronic Coupling in Copper-Oxygen
Singlet States

Here %+
ß are creation operators of copper oxygen hole
singlets, as given by

Ve =

a

a

i

?!

(4)
w+

1

-

7f

—Z IX dE(J PEa — t0dSa PSa] QE+ h.c.
a

hopping processes between copper and oxygen are
1/3

taken into account. Here tE= J^- ta and te = \ta are
the transfer integrals, f' and t's are the derivatives f' =
dtJdR and t'e = dt0/dR. R is the interatomic copperoxygen distance, d0 and dE are the hole creation op
erators of copper states, PEand Ps are combinations of
annihilation operators for oxygen holes,
(l)

(8)

(Xe '-° Pj-X° '-° Pj),

The values J aß are determined by two contributions,
namely via the upper Hubbard band (contribution of
A*ß type) and through the upper oxygen band (Py0
contributions):

The expressions for
A ,,

(9)

laß •

aß

A jß

are given by

6

= - ti

1

+

lt - 2 V p d - A t

n(2)
A

=

■
+

— t2

L a + K '„ - 2 V nd- A '

la a - 2 V n - A t

Oxygen holes can jump to neighbouring oxygen sites,

1
A

H £ ’0 = S < f / p i + P i + h.c.,

(6)

The parameter which describes this process is t x y . For
simplicity we ignore corrections which are caused by
vibrations since our calculation has found these cor
rections to be relatively small.
Hamiltonian (1) acts within the basis |e> and |0>
states, which correspond to the lower Hubbard band
only. Furthermore Hamiltonian (3) contains terms
which describe hopping firstly between the lower oxy
gen and the upper copper Hubbard band, and secondly
between the lower copper and upper oxygen bands.
These terms yield in second order perturbation theory
an effective Hamiltonian which acts in the Hilbert
space of the lower Hubbard band states |e), |0>, \Pe}
and IPe> only,

—

= [JEE+ (j;, + v;d) Q

e]

%E

+ [Jee + (J's e + V ;d) Q 0\ ^ e Vee
+ [J,e + K e Q s ) { % :

V

2

I C0 +

2

+

V

pd— A t

I ce + K

cS- 2 V pd- A

(10)

where Iaß and K aß are the Coulomb and exchange
integrals of copper states, A c and A e are the charge
transfer energies and V p d is the energy of the Coulomb
repulsion of copper and oxygen holes. The values Pyd
are given by
1.5
P

= - t 2

tfpp

+V

0.5
Pa a =

-

ti

VPP + * e
P

r 8e

h®

(7)

+ j0 e (V s % s + ^ +
e ^e )]Y -

Now we introduce a hole into the system. By the
Hamiltonian

- Z K d ; aPEa-t'e dZaPea]Qe

% s)

+

= ^ - t :
2

UPP + * t

U nn +

A,

( 11)

where U p p is the energy of the Coulomb repulsion of
two oxygen holes at the same site. The expression for
J'lß are obtained from J lß by replacing f2 with ta t'g .
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IV. Equation for the Adiabatic Potential

Now we are going to determine the adiabatic poten
tial. First we need a numerical estimate for all parame
ters which appear in (6). We start from typical values
for layered cuprates [12] in eV:

A0 = 1,

4 = 2,
lee =

Vpd = 1,

Upp = 6,

= 9’

t.- u

C„ = -0.9/A,

from the coupling of the lower singlet states X
¥EEto the
excited states 'PE0, % E, and
According to our
calculations on the basis of (15) this stabilization is
about —0.5 eV. Finally we like to remak that the ZRS
at different sites of the crystal lattice have a rather
strong interaction via the elastic field. Using the the
ory of interaction of inpurity centers via a phonon
field [14] or via elastic media [15] we have calculated
the interaction energy as

= 8,

( " = 0.6.

d‘ dj

(12)

l

S n g rfj

After some calculations, which were described in the
text, we obtain

^ee ~

2.3,

Jee — 1.7,
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JtS —0.9

xfj + yj

(17)

(13)

in eV and
J 'ee

= 2.0,

J'ee = 1.4,

J'E0 = - 0.8,

Vpd= -0.5 (14)

in eV/Ä. The secular equation for the adiabatic potential can be written on the basis of (1) and (7) as
Ki
VQe+ ör+ 0.5 J'eSQe
VQe+ öt +0.5J e9Qe - V Q s - S - 2 t xy- E

0-5J'eeQe
^e8

Je0 Qe

0.5 J ’EEQE
0

Jes + J'esQs
0.5J'e e QE

0

VQ0 + öt + 2txy—E

VQE+ 0T+O.5J'0EQE

0-5J'ssQe

VQe+ 0T+ 0.5J'9£QE
M c j2

,

+^r-(Q l +Q?)+Vpd= 0,

(15)

where Vt and V2 are given by
K = VQ0 + s t

+ j ee- 2 tx y + C/;,+ v;d) q b - e , (i6)

v2= - VQe + St +J ee- 2txy+(J^9+ v;d) Qe - E .
The numerical solution of this equation yields an en
ergy minimum at £ = 0.3 Ä and 0 « + n. In this case
the orthorhombic distortion is absent (QE= 0) and
consequently rj -> 0.

V. Conclusion

We have shown that the so-called Zhang-Rice sin
glets (ZRS) [13] possess a strong coupling with the
tetragonal mode Qs . Due to this coupling the asym
metry parameter of the Cu(2) N QR spectra goes to
zero. At the same time we have found an additional
stabilization factor for the formation of ZRS. It arises

Here ct and c, are the transverse and longitudinal
sound velocities, respectively, q is the crystal density,
and d‘ is a parameter of the deformation potential
(dl « RJ'ee). We use here for simplicity the abbreviated
description of the singlet state
= x
Fte. Expression
(17) reveals that ZRS attract each other in the plane as
well as between the planes. Both of these interactions
are stronger than the superexchange between the
Cu(2) spins. We have found Qe < 0 for ZRS. This
means that the copper oxygen distance R decreases
with doping. This effect is opposite to the influence on
the chains which are extended by doping. Probably
this competition between the tetragonal contraction
in the plane and the orthorhombic elongation in the
chain is responsible for the unusual behaviour of the
b axis in YBa2Cu 3O x. According to [16] the b axis
increases from x = 6.5 to 6.8, but at larger doping if
decreases.
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